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Abstract

Generation of accurate electrofacies estimations is in many ways essential for effective reservoir characterization. Classifying electrofacies, especially those constrained to core observations, can elucidate key relationships between depositional environments and reservoir properties. In addition, these relationships require an appropriate understanding of both the vertical and lateral heterogeneity of the deposits of interest. Typical subsurface data, particularly from vertical wells, lacks sufficient spatial constraints on lateral variability. Thus, this study uses 3-D seismic attributes of key reservoir lithologies to establish estimates of horizontal lithological variability. The integrated electrofacies classifications and seismic-based spatial statistics are used to analyze the stratigraphic controls on reservoir quality within the Mississippian Limestone. The Mississippian Limestone formed through complex structural, stratigraphic, and diagenetic processes involving subsidence, tectonic uplift leading to periodic subaerial exposure, changes in ocean chemistry, variability inherent with carbonate cyclicity, as well as post-depositional alteration. These geologic complexities have led to significant heterogeneity and compartmentalization within Mississippian mid-continent reservoirs. In the Hardtner field area, the Mississippian Limestone is approximately 350 ft (107 m) thick and is divided into 4 to 5 stacked shoaling-upward cycles. Historically, the most productive interval within this play has been the highly porous, diagenetically altered tripolitic chert. As is evidenced by characteristically low resistivity and high porosity, the tripolite facies (which is frequently associated with the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity) occurs dominantly near the top of the formation. Stratigraphically lower tripolite intervals are often associated with small-scale high-frequency cycles. Through an integration of several electrofacies classification techniques, including an artificial neural network (ANN) and geostatistical clustering analysis, a “lithofacies log” is produced that predicts lithology and facies based only on the combined signatures of open-hole digital well logs in non-cored wells. Predictive lithology logs and seismic constrained spatial statistics are used to generate 3-D reservoir models that illustrate the stratigraphic control of high-frequency cycles on porosity development.
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Abstract
Generation of accurate electrofacies estimations is in many ways essential for effective reservoir characterization. Clustering electrofacies, especially those constrained to core observations, can elucidate key relationships between depositional environments and reservoir properties. In addition, these relationships require an appropriate understanding of both the vertical and lateral heterogeneity of the deposits in question. Typically subsurface data, particularly from vertical wells, lacks sufficient spatial constraints on lateral variability. Thus the study uses 3-D seismic attributes of key reservoir lithologies to estimate vertical variability, and integrated electrofacies classifications and seismic-based spatial statistics are used to generate 3-D reservoir models that predict lithology and facies based only on the combined signatures of open-hole digital well logs in non-cored wells. Predictive lithology logs and seismic datasets are used to predict reservoir quality within the Mississippian Limestone.

Research Objectives
This study assesses the depositional environment in the Hardtner Field area. The study area is divided into four stratigraphic units: (1) the Missouri Group comprising the Kinderhookian, Osagean and Visean sequences; (2) the Compton Limestone; (3) the Mississippian section of approximately 350 ft (107 m) thick and is divided into 4 stacked shoaling-upward cycles; and (4) the stratigraphic complexity that has perplexed academic and industry geologists (Oceanic plate-continent collision). These geologic complexities have led to significant heterogeneity and compartmentalization within Mississippian reservoirs that are often associated with small-scale high-frequency cycles. Through an integration of several techniques, including a reservoir connectivity network (RCN) and geostatistical classification techniques, an idealized stratigraphic column for the Mississippian section in the Hardtner Field area is developed. Idealized stratigraphic column for the Mississippian section in the Hardtner Field area. Well top picks shown represent changes in log signature consistently observed throughout the study area.

Geologic Setting
North American paleogeography during the Mississippian is shown. Plotted are structural features. (Modified from Guzzetti and Santberg, 1985.)

Regional Stratigraphy
Regional South to North cross section through the study area showing general changes in thickness and log character. The southern portion of the study area in Woods county is a relatively thin section (around 500 ft) with abundant mud content towards the base grading into a thicker carbonate section towards the top. Shifting up to the north, shale abundance decreases and the section becomes thinner and more variable in log character, as the proportion of carbonates increases. Top of Mississippian used as datum.
**Seismic Derived Variography**

Through traditional well log and core data, an excellent understanding of vertical variability can be attained. There is however much more uncertainty when considering horizontal variability. Seismic data, on the other hand, offers much improved spatial, but is limited to poor vertical resolution. In order to constrain estimates of vertical and spatial homogeneity, this study will use a combination of well log data and seismic attribute maps as proxies of the lateral extent for certain lithofacies. Through the use of a variogram map based on dimensions acquired from a seismic survey in Northeast Woods county (immediately south of Hardtner Field), a model with geologically reasonable constraints on lateral variability can be produced.

**Gamma Ray Derivative Trend Modeling**

Vertical gamma ray trends can often indicate “coarsening” or “fining” upward sequences, which can be related to cyclicity in both clastics and carbonates. In order to identify, visualize, and correlate specific vertical gamma ray trends, a derivative curve was created. Gamma ray curves were first smoothed using a Gaussian function to reduce high frequency or small scale fluctuations, while preserving low frequency or long-term trends. Various smoothing windows were computed and compared using Techlog software. Ultimately a 12 ft (3.6m) smoothing window was used for analysis. The 1st derivative is approximated using the central difference method according to the following general formula:

\[ \text{Value}(i) = \frac{(\text{Value}(i+1) - \text{Value}(i-1))}{(\text{Depth}(i+1) - \text{Depth}(i-1))} \]

For portions of the curve that display a “coarsening” upward trend, the derivative curve will have positive values, and for portions of the curve that display a “fining” upward trend, the derivative curve will have negative values. The derivative curve is then discretized or upscaled in order to generalize and correlate cycles.

**Synthetic Seismic Assisted Surfaces**

Major well top picks within the “Miss Lime” (whether corresponding to formations, lithologies, or carbonate cycles) are based on a specific change in log character. For example, the basal limestone unit (Compton Limestone) can be identified by a rapid decrease in gamma ray at its base and an increase at its top. Thus, a gamma ray derivative model effectively displays both the base and top of this unit as strong positive and negative “reflectors” respectively. By converting a computed (functional) derivative model into a synthetic seismic volume, these “reflectors” can be picked, and the resultant surface represents a formational or lithologic boundary. While the accuracy of this surface is limited by both the modeling algorithm used and seismic picking method, the surface does represent the approximate position of a set of electrofacies. Thus, this method of synthetic seismic assisted surface picking is not proposed as a replacement for traditional well log correlations, but instead as a way to quality control surfaces generated from manual picking of well tops. In addition, in data sets with large numbers of well logs where picking individual tops can be tedious and somewhat subjective, extracting surfaces from derivative models can offer a faster and comparable alternative.

**Porosity Distribution**

Petrophysical modeling reveals a highly porous zone near the top of the Mississippian section in Hardtner Field. This zone, often referred to as “chat,” likely associated with increased diagenetic chert replacement, and generally exhibits best reservoir quality. A first derivative model of density porosity allows this reservoir zone to be easily traced, and can be used as a constraint when isolating this potentially productive interval. The position of this zone directly underneath the Pennsylvanian unconformity suggests that diagenesis is the main control on porosity. Structure map of the top of the Woodford is shown beneath model for reference.
Proposed Classification Techniques

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are useful classification tools that work by minimizing the error between a given output and an estimated or calculated output. This is accomplished through combining and weighting several input variables. Neural Networks are able to effectively construct complex decision boundaries for multiple classes, separating data into similar groups. In the context of this study, an ANN is used to relate electrofacies to lithofacies. Core descriptions identifying lithofacies are used as the target output, and different combinations of well log curves are used as inputs. The neural network combines and weights the inputs in an iterative process to recreate the core descriptions as closely as possible. Once a satisfactory match is achieved, the ANN is applied to non-cored wells using the same well log curves as inputs in order to “predict” the lithofacies at a given depth.

Self Organizing Map (SOM) is a type of unsupervised neural network. This means there is no target output provided. Instead, the data provided by inputs is separated into a certain user defined number of classes. These classes may or may not correspond to distinct lithofacies. A SOM produces a grid of outputs based on all possible combinations of inputs (well log curves), then assigns testing points to a position on the grid based on its specific input values. Successive points are placed a certain distance away according to how similar they are to previous testing points. As more data points are added, clusters being to form and classes are established. For the purposes of this study, classes produced using an SOM will be compared to the lithofacies classes defined in core samples.

Electrofacies Modeling

Artificial Neural Network classifying user defined electrofacies classes based on characteristic log signatures observed in Hardtner Field type log. Inputs include GR, DPHI, NPHI, PE, and GR derivative. The figure on the right shows the ANN applied to another well in the field area (a blind test). General log characteristics that define each class are preserved in the blind test. The result is a log that is able to recognize and classify depth intervals into their appropriate electrofacies classes.

Modeling of this low resolution electrofacies log provides a framework of the spatial distribution for each electrofacies. Preliminary modeling shows a decrease in limestone content (electrofacies class 4) towards the East and South of Hardtner Field. The model also suggests the appearance of limestone near the top of the Mississippian in Woods county, which is validated from core samples (Lindzey, 2015). Highly porous chert dominated lithologies near the top of the section are thicker towards the East and North. These chert intervals are typically associated with subarial exposure and subsequent silica replacement during successive fluxes of saturated meteoric water (Mazzulo, 2009; Rogers, 2001; Watney, 2001).

Conclusions

- Best reservoir properties are found in the diagenetically altered “chat” interval associated primarily with silicified spiculitic lithofacies.
- First derivative curves are useful tools to visualize the trends in log character that define electrofacies.
  - Gamma ray derivative curves and models can systematically aid in producing a sequence stratigraphic interpretation. In the Hardtner Field area 4 coarsening upward cycles were identified using this approach.
- Despite limitations associated with data availability, Artificial Neural Networks are an effective tool for electrofacies classification.
  - Preliminary ANN electrofacies models show the spatial distribution of reservoir and non-reservoir intervals. This distribution is likely a function of depositional, diagenetic, and structural elements.
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